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Abstract 
At Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site (RFETS), a glovebox and equip 
measurement program called “Untoward Areas” was performed in FY92. These measurements 
were completed in selected areas of one building. After completing this task, measurements in two 
other buildings had been completed to assist in characterizing their entire inventory. This 
information was used as part of evaluating safeguards and security requirements. However, a large 
percent of the gloveboxes and equipment in process buildings have not been measured. Before 
FY97, holdup measurements were being performed prior to decommissioning and deactivation 
activities. To accelerate the quantification of holdup a list of areas suspected to have high amounts 
of holdup was compiled and funding was requested and recently received. Glovebox and 
equipment locations were selected by use of several selection criteria. The following steps were 
taken in the selection process: (1) attribute scan results (FY95) were examined and high scan result 
locations were selected, (2) knowledgeable personnel within and outside our organization were 
consulted, and (3) video characterization of the Building 707 chainveyor system was examined. 
Only a few of the high scan result areas from the attribute scan list had not been identified by the 
use of process knowledge. The primary driver for holdup measurements is Department of Energy 
(DOE) Order 5633.3B, Section 11-3, Physical Inventories. 

Introduction 
Before the high holdup measurements can be made, a variety of preliminary actions need to be 
accomplished by building and measurement personnel. High holdup measurements require that all 
drums be removed from the measurement area. All packaged fissile material should be removed 
from the gloveboxes and a radiological survey must be performed prior to the measurements. All 
measurement sites must be free of external contamination to insure that measurement equipment 
remains usable. 

Measurement Method 
All measurement sites require two types of measurements. The first is accomplished with Hyper- 
Pure Germanium (HPGe) detectors which have a current calibration. These measurements are used 
for isotopic determination. If quantification of isotopes other than 239Pu is indicated, additional 
HPGe measurements are performed. These measurements may be substituted for Bismuth 
Germinate Oxide (BGO) measurements. No attempt will be made to quantify depleted uranium. 
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These systems will also be used to evaluate difficult attenuation corrections. The HPGe detector 
requires external cooling in the form of liquid nitrogen, and therefore is bulky and heavy. 
Consequently, the HPGe measurement system is ideal only when space is not a consideration. 
High resolution spectra are acquired for an energy range from 50 to 600 keV. 

The second measurement type is accomplished with currently calibrated (BGO) detectors. The 
BGO detectors measure multiple locations and the results will be used to quantify plutonium. The 
BGO detector does not require external cooling and can be used in almost any measurement 
location. BGO is an inorganic scintillation material offering four to five times the efficiency of a 
comparably sized NaI crystal with a moderate decrease in resolution. Hence a smaller crystal size 
using less shielding material could be used to fabricate a small, efficient, and extremely portable 
detector. The BGO detectors are useful in hard to reach areas where the detector-to-surface 
distance is limited and the holdup material is determined to be Rocky Flats Weapons Reserve 
(WR) plutonium. The BGO crystal is a 0.5-inch by 0.5-inch cylinder. The BGO detector is 
equipped with a fixed collimator. The collimator is made of lead, measuring 1.75 inches in 
diameter with a 0.50-inch aperture drilled through the length of the cylinder. This collimator is 
placed over the fiont of the BGO crystal with the aperture aligned over the center of the crystal 
face and is fixed in place. Lead shielding extends back from the collimator and fits concentrically 
around the BGO crystal and photomultiplier (PM) tube, providing 0.66-inch of shielding around 
the sides of the crystal and PM tube. In addition to the collimator and crystal shielding, the rear of 
the PM tube is also shielded to decrease background radiation. An energy window from 350 to 430 
keV is used to include most of the 414 keV full-energy counts. Such a window setting includes a 
significant fraction of the 375 keV 239Pu gamma-rays but excludes most of the potentially 
interfering 332 keV gamma-rays from 241Am. 

The measurement campaign will employ additional steps to the existing measurement practice 
such as: 

Perform HPGe assays near each end of the gloveboxes. For other items such as tanks, one 
HPGe assay will be adequate. 

0 Roundtable development will be performed for specific plans of complex items. 
All measurements and locations are mapped and the results are recorded for the appropriate 
measurement point. 

Prior to performing field measurements, the measurement systems are calibrated. Calibration of a 
holdup measurement system is the process of determining the response of the detector to known 
quantities of fissile material. The resulting calibration response factor must be corrected for 
attenuation of gamma-rays through the encapsulating and reference material. In principle, the 
geometry of a calibration standard should be the same as the unknown being measured. For holdup 
measurements this is not practical because the physical form and geometry of the holdup material 
is usually not known. Therefore; point, line, and area standards are used to approximate holdup 
geometries. It is also possible to use a single point source to determine calibration factors for all 
three geometries. The Safeguards Measurements Group has adopted the calibration methods 
established by LANL using this point source of plutonium to calibrate both the HPGe and BGO 



measurement systems. Once the appropriate system is calibrated, it is used to perform holdup 
measurements. 

Each day before a measurement system is used, it must first be determined that the system 
(detector, pre-amplifier and amplifier) has not experienced a spectral gain shift and that the system 
efficiency is comparable to that established at the time of calibration. This is accomplished by 
measuring radionuclide sources emitting gamma-rays in a defined region of interest and 
comparing the results to acceptance criteria established at the time of calibration. The holdup 
measurement systems are checked daily, both before and during the actual measurements, to 
assure the stability and performance of the instruments. Daily equipment checks are performed 
using ‘33Ba sources. These particular sources were chosen because they emit gamma-rays at 
energies that correspond to the range of plutonium gamma-ray energies used for holdup 
measurements. 

Every two weeks, or prior to use after an extended period of inactivity, the calibration of each 
measurement system is verified in a performance check that is conducted using the plutonium 
calibration point source. Statistically valid acceptance criteria have been established for each 
measurement system. If an instrument fails the verification process, it is not used to perform field 
data acquisition and remedial action is taken. 

Calculating grams of holdup contained within a location involves selecting the correct geometry 
model. Then the appropriate calibration factor is applied to the recorded gamma-ray counts and 
location. The data analysis process for gloveboxes and equipment is modeled after the LANL 
methods. Using the area calibration model for the BGO measurement system, individual 
measurements are reported in terms of grams of plutonium per unit area (i.e. g/cm2). In order to 
calculate the total amount of holdup material using the BGO system, it is necessary to determine 
the total area of the material. Self attenuation corrections are performed using the method for self 
absorption recently supplied by LANL. 

Personnel performing, analyzing and reporting measurements of high holdup locations have met 
the requirements of the Safeguards and Accountability Holdup Training program, including the 
Los Alamos National Laboratory course MCA-243, “Non-Destructive Assay (NDA) of Special 
Materials Holdup. 

Holdup Accountability 
In order to put glovebox and equipment measurement values on the accountability system, 
validating the measurement methodology is required. Several steps have been taken to validate the 
holdup measurement program. These include repeatability studies, comparisons of measurement 
data with amounts of material removed during the remediation process, and technical peer reviews 
by experts inside and outside of the Rocky Flats community. 

Recent clean-out activities are close in comparison to the results of a different and more accurate 
method (Le, calorimetric assay). In addition to clean-out comparisons, a repeatability study on a 
single glovebox has been performed. Investigation into repeatability at a wide range will be pursued 



as time and funding permit. In addition to the repeatability study, sources of potential bias will be 
investigated. 

The completed repeatability study of a single glovebox was divided into separate section results. In 
the case of Glovebox 9 in Building 771, the sections are the walls, and the floor. Results have been 
plotted for each section as well as the total. (see table 1). 
The standard deviation has been plotted for each of the location totals (see table 2). An increase in 
standard deviation appears to have been caused by variations in detector orientation in areas with 
significantly higher gram loading than the surrounding surface area. This indicates that an elevated 
variability is possible even with carefid detector positioning. 
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Remediation of ducts provided an avenue for validating the holdup measurements via pre- and 
post-remediation comparisons. Prior to any remediation activities, measurements were performed 
on specific sections of ducts. Duct Remediation Operations then removed the bulk material from 
these sections of duct and placed it in storage cans. A second set of measurements was performed 
on the remediated duct section. The difference between these pre- and post-remediation (delta) 
measurements provided an estimate of the plutonium removed from the duct. The results of these 
delta measurements were compared to Calorimetry/Gamma-ray spectroscopy assays, destructive 
analyses, or both. 

The Safeguards Measurements Holdup Measurement program and the delta measurement data 
have been subject to independent review by technical experts from the Rocky Flats community 
and from external agencies and industry. To date, the program has been formally reviewed by the 
RFP Nuclear Instrumentation Development Group, the W P  Independent Verification Team 
Number 5, the SCIENTECH CSA Team, the EG&G Operational Readiness Review ( O M )  Team, 
the DOE ORR Team, and the LANL Safeguards Assay Group, in addition to a myriad of informal 
or partial reviews. 

Members of the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) Safeguards Assay Group (N-1) 
conducted on-site reviews of the Phase I1 program in April, 1991 and glovebox and ancillary 
equipment measurements in March, 1997. The technical reviews evaluated numerous aspects of 
the holdup measurement methodology, including detector set-up, calibration, data collection and 
evaluation, and measurement error propagation. All have found the program to be technically 
sound and recommendations received during each of the reviews specific to the measurement 
program have been evaluated and incorporated where appropriate. 

Among the recommendations several new techniques for quantifjing holdup were discussed. 
Additionally, a suggested method for correcting background from glove holdup is anticipated to 
reduce overestimation from this source. Several alternatives to support validation of existing 
results were purposed. Alternative assay methods were also discussed. 

Summary 
Following recommendations, we have added current and will add future glovebox and equipment 
measurements to the reportable accountability inventory. This is being done with the 
understanding that validation efforts may indicate future adjustments as clean-out data is made 
available. At this time, we have measured and reported 21 locations and have several more near 
completion. Measurements of the 21 locations resulted in 7906 f 806 grams of plutonium holdup. 
Currently reported tasks are ahead of schedule. 
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